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Reviewer’s report:

The manuscript investigates the use of “STOPP” criteria for elderly patients in primary care. The safety of clinical prescription in elderly is an important health issue in geriatric medicine, this paper is worthy of publication, especially during the increasing percentage of old aged population. The findings while, for the most part, not surprising but the findings are not well enough discussed. The authors did not clearly describe about the findings with clinical significances.

As I looked at the results of this study, I realized that the percentage of inappropriate use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs is high in this study population. I think such finding should be discussed in discussion part which will guide the readers for the potential costs of PIPs. Some studies about such subject were added below

I thought that the authors should comment that although the START/STOPP criteria provide a useful tool for detecting inappropriate drug use in elderly patients, they cannot replace the clinical judgment of the physician.
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Level of interest: An article of importance in its field
Quality of written English: Acceptable
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